Secondary structure of poliovirus RNA: correlation of computer-predicted with electron microscopically observed structure.
A secondary structure map of poliovirus 1, strain Mahoney, RNA was determined by psoralen crosslinking the (+) strand and visualizing the structures in the electron microscope. Hairpins and looped hairpins were observed, and the size and distribution were measured. To orient map features the 3' end of the RNA was linked to polybromodeoxyuridine [poly(BUdR)]SV40 and histograms were constructed from these measurements. Secondary structure maps of the RNA were likewise constructed from the results of computer prediction programs for secondary structure. The programs used were those of M. Zuker (RNA2 and FOLD) which calculate a minimal global energy for a given sequence. Many single hairpins predicted by both RNA2 and FOLD showed a correlation with the histograms of hairpin structures of RNA crosslinked with psoralen. A secondary structure map was also constructed for the entire 7433 bases using the option in FOLD which allows multi-branch loops by folding uniformly stepped overlapping segments. Any structure that occurred at or greater than a given frequency was selected and mapped with respect to genome position. A correlation in structured regions was seen between psoralen-derived and computer-predicted maps of secondary structure. Furthermore, a region of large loops from base position 681 to 3899 was noted that corresponded to frequently observed large loop(s) in electron micrographs of psoralen preparations of RNA. Agreement between the two methods of determining secondary structure strengthens the credibility of the computer-aided methods used for predicting secondary structure and allows us to suggest an overall secondary structure map for poliovirus RNA.